SCHedOOL for Enhanced Management of Student Activities

**TEACHERS ENJOY MORE OPTIONS**

Teachers benefit from increased flexibility and convenience as they control their own schedules by getting to decide when to teach, what to teach, and how long to make each session (without the limitations or constraints of a bell schedule).

**Students select teacher-offered activities or create their own activities, and selections are automatically placed onto schedules. SCHedOOL easily manages students’ selections and changes, while tracking progress toward learning goals that can be reviewed with teachers.**

**STUDENT-CENTERED SCHEDULING**

**ATTENDANCE**

SCHedOOL automatically creates attendance rosters and can be connected to the school’s SIS. Smarter attendance integration makes scheduling management truly seamless!

**FLEXIBILITY**

Teachers can override a student’s workshop choice when needed, easily incorporating any necessary or mandatory sessions and improving organization and timeliness of make-up work.

**PER-SESSION FEEDBACK**

The system can collect student feedback on a per-session basis, providing teachers with useful data that informs decisions regarding future sessions.

**AUTO CONFERENCE SCHEDULING**

SCHedOOL provides a unique ability to auto-schedule one-on-one conferences with any group of students for any length of time and have those conferences displayed in the participants’ respective calendars. The system automatically cues the next student’s notes for the following meeting.

**TRANSPARENCY**

Teachers’ offerings and students’ selections and schedules are clear to all staff and faculty. Visibility of calendars and schedules along with convenient session check-in features increase accountability, while students’ choices help to tailor teachers’ offerings.

Session and activity options can be tagged with a visual icon that corresponds to specific skills for easy identification and rapid choice, promoting increased participation.

**CUSTOMIZATION**

Teachers’ offerings and students’ selections and schedules are clear to all staff and faculty. Visibility of calendars and schedules along with convenient session check-in features increase accountability, while students’ choices help to tailor teachers’ offerings.

**www.schedool.com**

Toll Free: 855-EDUSPIRE